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Photograph of electric vehicle

Myocardial potential

supplied to the voice coil motor is controlled (Vehicle B).
The seat acceleration was experimentally compared between
the two vehicles.

The Vehicle B is controlled by adjusting

the voltage supplied to the voice coil motor using an optimal
controller and a disturbance cancellation controller along
with an optimal controller.
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2.2 Vibration acceleration and vibration spectrum of test
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Figs. 3 and 4 show the measured result of seat
acceleration in the outdoor experiment.
and B during driving, respectively.
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acceleration.

vibration of Vehicle B is suppressed by approximately 40%.
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show the power spectral density of
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When the standard deviation of the seat

acceleration of Vehicle A is assumed to be 100%, the
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for outdoor experiment
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ride comfort.
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(b) Vehicle B

3. Analysis of fluctuation in heart rate

Spectrum of seat acceleration
for outdoor experiment

3.1 Index of autonomic nerve activity
An electrocardiogram, which provides information on

we carried out an outdoor driving experiment considering
The stone

biological reactions, was obtained as an evaluation index in

path in the Shonan Campus of Tokai University, shown in Fig.

the outdoor driving experiment, instead of conducting a

2, was used as the driving course.

questionnaire survey that gives psychological information.

long-time driving on an actual driving course.

It is a straight path with a

rough surface paved with 300-600 mm quadrangular stones.

Fig. 5 shows the results.

In the driving experiment, the vehicles traveled straight at a

the ordinate indicates myocardial potential.

The abscissa indicates time, and

speed of approximately 8 km/h, whereby vibrations with

from the occurrence of one R wave to that of the next R wave

random frequencies were input to the vehicles as disturbance.

is referred to as the R-R interval.

The duration

The fluctuation in the R-R

Two test vehicles were prepared: one is an uncontrolled

interval is called heart rate fluctuation 13), from which changes

vehicle, with fixed floor and seat surfaces so that the relative

in mood and changes in autonomic nerve activity can be

displacement between them is unchanged (Vehicle A), and

detected.

the other is a controlled vehicle, in which the voltage

changes in biological reactions during driving determined
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Thus, ride comfort is analyzed on the basis of the
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Autonomic nerves are composed of sympathetic and
parasympathetic nerves.

5

No. 1

The activity of sympathetic nerves

No. 5

increases upon receipt of an external stress, whereas that of
parasympathetic nerves is related to resting functions.

No. 3

The

No. 2

balance between the opposing actions of these two types of

Fig. 8

nerves determines whether the physical and mental states are
drove Vehicle B.

active or resting.

These surveys were conducted as group

surveys for 9 graduate and undergraduate students with an

To assume the heart rate fluctuation to be an autonomic

average age of 22.2 (SD, 0.8) years.

index, the heart rate fluctuation shown in Fig. 6 is examined
by analysis of the frequency element.

Dendrogram

The abscissa

indicates the frequency element, and the ordinate indicates

4. Questionnaire survey

power spectrum density of the frequency element of the
heartbeat fluctuation.

4.1 POMS

The frequency element obtained from

We have made a survey of the moods of the drivers by

the heart rate fluctuation of the electrocardiogram is analyzed
as the low-frequency (0.04-0.15Hz) and the high-frequency

the POMS13).

(0.15-0.4Hz).

psychological mood scale of T-A (Tension-Anxiety), D

The high-frequency (HF) is an index of

parasympathetic

nerve

stimulation.

And

This questionnaire survey can measure the

(Depression), A-H (Anger-Hostility), V(Vigor), F (Fatigue)

low-frequency/high-frequency (LF/HF) ratio is considered to

and C (Confusion).

be an index of sympathetic nerve stimulation.

influences on ride comfort by the T-score that normalized

We analyzed the factor which had

each psychological mood scales.
3.2 Experimental evaluation of ride comfort on the basis of
biological information
In

the

experimental

4.2 VAS
evaluation

of

ride

The VAS (Visual analog scale)14) is the method how

comfort,

autonomic nerve activities are examined on the basis of heart

subjective evaluation is possible.

rate fluctuation during driving of the test vehicles, as

tension, rolling and the subjective evaluation of the ride

explained in § 2.

comfort, were measured by the VAS.

The relationship between ride comfort and

mood during driving is determined.

Four values, fatigue,
We use these scores

for analysis for the values of the subjective evaluation.

The experiment was carried out following the procedure
shown in Fig. 7.

For both Vehicles A and B, time changes of

5. Results and considerations

HF and LF/HF components during a 5 min rest period before
5.1 Grouping of subjective evaluation

driving and a 10 min period during driving were measured.
In addition, to determine the moods of the drivers during

To discuss the subjective evaluation of ride comfort,

driving, a questionnaire survey, profile of mood state

which is affected by the seat suspension, the individual

(POMS), was carried out after they drove each vehicle

differences in the VAS subjective evaluation were examined

(Vehicles A and B), and an additional questionnaire survey

and compared.

about ride comfort was also conducted for the people who

outdoor experiment.
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Cluster analysis15) was used to in the
Fig. 8 is a dendrogram divided as a
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